
Noble Selection
1370 Boulevard Rosemont
Montréal, QC H2G 1V4
(514) 989-9657

GRATAVINUM

GV5 2016

$106.00
* Suggested retail price

Organic Vegan

Service fees $0.00

Product code 15061771

Agent Noble Sélection

Licensee price $92.07

Format 6x750ml

Listing type Private import

Status Unavailable

Type of product Still wine

Country Spain

Regulated designation Appellation origine protégée (AOP)

Region Cataluna

Varietal(s) Carignan 95 %

Varietal(s) Grenache 5 %

Colour Red

ABOUT THIS WINERY
In the wild and rugged landscape of the Priorat, a dramatic struggle for survival of the vine is carried out. An
unique atmosphere that captures any nature and wine lover. That was what attracted the Cusiné Family, one
of the traditional wine families in the region of Penedes. That was the magic that led them to start this project
with the young winemaker Jordi Fernandez.

TASTING NOTES
On the nose, it starts with black fruit jam and toasty reminiscences, changing into mineral notes later,
especially phosphorous and graphite.
Powerful, with a high quantity of great quality tannins, sweetness and velvety. Mineral notes, especially
graphite, excellent acidity and very long aftertaste. Fresh, showing the terroir character.

PRODUCT NOTES
Gratavinum GV5 is born from the Cusine family´s desire to make quality wines in the well reputed region of
Priorat, bringing together the special terroir and their passion for wine. Their philosophy is based on respect
for the environment, passion for nature and the enjoyment of making this exciting project succeed. With GV5
we strive to produce a unique wine with personality; a balanced, elegant, fine and fruity wine combined with
the minerals and touch of the terroir of Priorat.
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